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ABSTRACT

There is less researchliterature about thebusiness intelligencr technology applied in airports and aiiline
companies. This paper mainly summaized and commntted on thebusiness intelligence technology applied

in domestic andinternational airports and aiilirtes companies especirilly focus on the datawarehouse and

data mining . ln the data warehouse application, radio frequency identification technology enhanced fuzzy
neural network technology and online analytical gocessing technology and other key technology haue

been appliedin the daily management ofbusiness data of airports and airline companies. Andin the data

mining application, clusteing, classification, decisian tree, regression mtalysu annfuzzy detection analysis

hqae been used in the management of airports and airlines. ln recant yems, the cpplication of business

intelligence technology in airports and airline companies has aclieoed satisfactory rezults. Tht summaies
and comments in this paper aim to proaide tlre reference and help to releoafi fteld of researchers

Keywords: Business intelligence; Data warehouse;Data mining; Airlines; Airports;
Fuzzy neural network.

INTRODUCTION

Business intelligence (BI) refers to the use of data warehouse technology to store and
manage operational data, and through a variety of statistical analysis tools and data
mining techniques to analyze operational data to provide a variety of analysis reports
which can offer the support information for a variety of business decision-making
activities.

Business intelligence is the enterprise use of modern information technology
to collect, manage and analyze structured and unstructured data and business
information to create and cumulate business knowledge and insights, to improve
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business decision making, to carry out effective business operations, to improve various
business processes, to promote the business performance, and to enhance the overall
competitiveness of the wisdom and ability. Typically enterprise business intelligence
analysis, including business dashboards, scorecards, ad hoc query, reporting and
operational anaiysis and forecasting, business strategv implementation monitoring
and other topics. Through the data warehouse modeling and centralized management

of KPI, it can solve the problems of performance of business operations, to monitor the
development of enterprises, to present a complex reports in a simple way. In the existing

business intelligence systems, statistical analysis capabilities needed to help analvze

customer segments, predict customer behavior, predict Lrends in customer service,

and identify fraudulent behavior. From the perspective of aviation and airport industrv,
business kends is the aviation-related business revenue growth is less than business

revenue growth, and how to analvze these business trends and the relationship between

aviation-related business revenue and business revenue, is the major research contents
in business intelligence analysis.

DATA WAREHOUSE AND INFORMATION COLLECTION

Data warehouse is a kind of data collection r.t hich is subje.t oriented, integrated,
relatively stable, changing with time (different time) to support management in
decision-making process, to help the data be geared to the needs of the subject, and to

correspond to traditional database application. Subject will be a higher 1eve1 of data

classification standards for each subject area corresponds to a macro-analysis: integrated

nafure of the data rt,arehouse is that before the data entering into the data warehouse,

the data must be processed and integrated, r,r'hich is a key step in the establishment of
data warehouse. The contradictions in the raw data should be unified, but also the
raw data should be changed from the application-oriented structure to the subject-
oriented. Stability of the data warehouse is that data warehouse reflects the historical
data, rather than data generated in dailv transaction. After processed and integrated
data entering into the data warehouse, there is litt1e or no modification. Data warehouse
is a collection of data at different times" It requires that retention of the data in data
warehouse must meet the needs of decision analysis, and data must indicate the
historical period of the data.

With the data warehouse technology application deep going in recent years,

data warehouse technologv develops rapidly. lv{any companies already well accepted

the integration of data, find knowledge from the data, use of data, and explanation
with the data' and other nert' concept related to the improvement of all aspects of
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production, improvement of procluction e{ficiency and the development of the

productive forces. Both domestic anci foreign experts have done some research about

data warehouse applications in airports ancl airlines. Harry K.H. Chow, King Lun

Choy, W.B. Lee, K.C. Lau (2006) proposed the management of the airport's cargo

through the application of RFiD-based resource management sYstem. By using Radio

frequency identification, case-based reasoning technologv to improve resource

management efficiency, the practice prove that usir-rg data u'arehouse technology can

improve the management efficienc,v, save time and reduce the cost. T. C. Poon, K. L.

Choy, Harry K. H. Chowa, Henry C. W. Lau, Felix T.S. Chan, K. C. Ho (2009) used

radio {requency identification technologv based on logistics and resource management

system to manage data. Radio frequencv identi{ication technologv is used to get the

airport cargo data to test the performance of RF equipment. Three objectives are

achieved: (i) a simplication of RFID adoption procedure, (ii) an improvement in the

visibility of warehouse operations and (iii) an enhancement of the productivitv of the

warehouse. At the end of the article, author gave the technologv high evaluation and

he thinks that the technologl-is ar,ailable in practice. S G Li, X. Kuo (2008) proposed an

enhanced fuzzy neural netvr,ork (EFN\) technolers l,.asecl on the central warehouse

management reserve inventorl, clecision support s\-stem. Traditrc-rna1 neural networks

are found to be suffered from the problem of lon' accurac\- of forecasting unseen

examples. Therefore, in this EFNN, the follou.ing ur-rprovernent is made: First, it assigns

connection weights based on the fu.zzy anah.tic hierarchr- process (AHP) method

without painstakingly turning them. Second, br- generating and refining activation

functions according to genetic algorithm, EFNN can l-rrovide comprehensive and

accurate activation functions and fit a u.ider range of nt,uLinear models, Last, but not

leas! an adaptive input variable is introduced to decrease the ulpact of the bullwhip
effect on the forecasting accuracY.

Chuan Lu, Wenli Yan, Xinjie Hu (2010) pointed that passengers should be

divided based on customer value under the anah sis of dc.meshc frequent passengers

being insufficient. The aviation customer relationship management data warehouse is

designed and decision support is provicled to customers through SISS data mining. A
homogeneous source data is provided for airline customer relahonship management

and marketing. With data warehousrng and data murng technology to analyze the

data on passengers, this information cdn prslxote the compelitive advantage of the

airline company. Weibin Li, Jiafeng Y*g, Baobao i\'ar-rg (2010) proposed a aviation

maintenance information analysis s,vstem n-rode1. Thrs model can be applied to aviation

maintenance information on-1ine analr-tical processilg, and use the decision tree and
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association rules, data mining, aviation maintenance information to achieve the
intelligent analysis.

DATA MINING AND INFORMATION ANALYSIS

Data mining is the use of mathematics, statistics, artificial intelligence and machine
learning, to extract implicit, unknown and potentially useful knowledge from large,
incomplete, noisy, ftzzy and random data. Data warehouse technology is a series of
new independent application technology based on the needs of business information
systems and the development of database svstems. The essential difference between
data mining and traditional data analysis methods (queries, reports, statistics antl online
analyticai processing OLAP) is that data mining digs and finds that knowledge in the
absence of clear information of assumptions. There are three characteristics in data
rnining model which are implicit, unpredictable, potential value. In most cases, data
should be first put in the data mining database or data mart.

The data obtained directly from the data warehouse for data mining has many
advantages. The data cleaning in data warehouse and in data mining is similar. If the
data has been cleaned up in the import data warehouse, it's probablv no need to clean
up once in doing data mining and all the data inconsistencies have been resolved.
Data mining database may be a subset of logic, ancl not necessarilv have been phvsically
independent database. Ho\t e\rer, if the clata rvarehouse computing resources already
strained, it is best to create a separate data mining database. Of course, data mining
also do not have to build a clata rt,arehouse, data warehouse is not required. To build
a huge data warehouse, unifv the different sources of data together to resolve all data
conflicts, and to guide all the data into a data warehouse is a huge project, which may
take several years and cost millions of monev to complete. If only for data mining, one
or more read-only transaction database can be guided into a database. It can be regard
as a data mart and data mining can be carried out in the data mart.

Some journals about data mining applications in airports and airlines in the
domestic and oversea have beer-r published in the literature. Viet Van Pham, ]iangjun
Tang, Sameer Alam, Chris Lokan, Hussein A. Abbass (2010) found that the CO2
concentration in some parts of Australia is much higher than other parts, especially in
some majorities from the temporal and spatial analysis of fuel usage rate and emissions
data. The emission results also show that NOx ernission of aviation may have a
significant impact on the ozone layer in the upper troposphere, but not in the
stratosphere. It is expected that with the availability of this real time aviation emission
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database, environmental analvsts anrl aviation experts will have an indispensable
source of information for making timeh- decisions regarding expansion of runways,
building new airports, applying route charges based on environmentally congested
airways, and restructuring air traffic flor,r. to achieve sustainable air traffic growth.
FeyzaGiirbiz,LaleOzbakir, HflseyinYapici (2009) applied the data mining application
on the incident data reports of the Federal Aviahon Aclmrnish'ation Accident Data
Svstem database. The categorization tools and decision trees are used to find the
relations and rules about the incidents from 2000 to 2005 resulted in fatality. The
accuracy and reiiability of this method are r.alicl in practrce through analysis of the
data. Shijin \,Vang, Dong Sui, Bin Hu (2010) used grar- mirecl model to predict air flow.
With the historical data analysis of the national-n'ide air h'affic from the year 1985 to
2008, the forecasting applicability is examined rvith three diiferent methods, such as

the time series forecasting, regression forecasling ancl neural-netn'ork forecasting. The
result shown that predict accuracv of grav nrirecl moclel rlas L'retter than the other
three models.

FeyzaGi.irbiz, LaleOzbakir, Hiiser inYapici t2011) erpl61g6 the use of different
pretreatment techniques in handling airiile c1ata. This pal-er focuses on different
preprocessing and feafure selection techniques applied on the 15 component reports
of an airline company in Turkey to understand ancl process the dataset. Regression
analysis, anomaly detection analysis, find dependencies and rough sets are used in
this study in order to reduce the dataset. Also the classification techniques of data
rnining are used to predict the warning ierrel of the component as the class attribute.
For this purpose, Polvanalyst, SPSS Clemer-rlrne, \linitab and Rosetta software tools
are used.

METHODOLOGY

The objective of the project is to develop rnteLrgent methodologies for improving the
accuracy of mobile positioning in the cellular conrmuni.catior-Ls svstem. The monintring
system is trageted at a real time implementation using logitucle and latitude
techechlogy. The primary deciplines rvhich one needs to Bridge Nlonitoring System
(BMS) in order to develop a successful ancl. an accurate mobile location are mobile
comrnunicaions and Frzzy Logic and Fuzzv Control. IQrou-nledgge of these discipline
is need to analyse and develop aigorithms capable of existing in{ormation about
logitude and latitude. The structure of the corLtroller n-il1 take a from of an adaptive
learning for tracking the mobiie movement. Such a controller witl be developed using
either or a combination of fuzzv logic and neural netu.orks.
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Fig-1 : Direct trust Model

Components

M1, M,, M. : Mobile users

lJ.lJ, u. : End users

Online Portal: A portal on which senior project engineer, Project engineer and online
USEIS.

Data representation:

Rating of x, denoted bv case- is thus triple in the flow-ing from: case : ..f .f t > where
i is the ith rating. In this triple, ej :(a, b, x,, v,) denotes that user a expects x 's value is
vj when assigning the where v ? [ 0, 1 ] t is time when the rating is recorded.

Interaction History:

Amatrixl=HxnwhereHrepresentstranscationswhilenrepresentsattributes.Iisa
queue of the past H interactions. Each column (for each attribute x, ? X) in the matrix
is represented as

CE = {caser,,case2,. case.i,}

Direct Trust fuzzy logic:

Let R(caseij) be the rating given by the senior project engineer for the jth interaction
and ith attribute, Bij be the bridge and f(caseij) be effective rating.

f(caser) - 3,i* R(case,,)

The value of Bij is assigned depending on the transaction's and bridge updation. The
assignment of Bij is done using fuzzy logic as explained below. Membership functions
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are assigned for bridge progress.

Membership function plots

;; :-"1 ii : i: 1 
inn,.rt r,,ariabre "c.,:,lt'

Input variable bride pornts

Fig-2: Membership function for Bridge

The fuzz1, rules are designed as follorvs:

a lf(difference is low) and (bridge point is lon ) then (bridge-adjusfment is positive)

a If (difference is medium) and (bridge point is medium ) then (bridge-adjustment

is constant)

a If(differnce is high) and ( bridge point is high) then (bridge-adjstment is decrease)

N,tin0 function is used for "and" operation

Ti(bridge,cost) = min{pr(bridge), p(cost)}

Where p(bridge) is the membership degree of bridge of transaction monthly progress

and p(cost) is the membership degree of cost of kansactron cost.

Maxfl function is applied for each output mobile user NI. u'ith 3 rules the final
membership degree T(M) willbe as follou's:

T(M) = max{ pl(M), v2(Ml, ., pn(M),}

BAYESIAN NETWORKS

Bayesian Networks are directed acvclic graphical modeis combined with probabilities

that follow the rules of the probabilitv theon'. Probabilitv theon' establishes a set of
cause-effect relationships where the nodes are connected bv directional arcs, ensuring
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that the system as a whole is consistent, and providing wavs to interface models t.-

data. The nodes represent random varial-rles, and the relationships represent
probabilistic dependencies between variabies. These dependencies are quantifiec
through a set of Conditional Probabili$z Tables (CPTs). Each variable is assigned a

CFT of the variables acting as its parents. For variables without parents, this is an

unconditional distribution. The basic concept in Bayesian Networks is using Baves

rule for conditional probabilistic inference. Equation [1] gives a basic description of
Bayes' ru1e. If 81,B.2, " ; B k are the possible scenarios r.r.ith an effect on the event A,

EQUATION PUT HERE

where P (B j I A) is the conditional probabilit)' of B j given that all we know is A.
Bayesian Networks are used for diagnosing real r,t orld problems where uncertainh-
and incomplete data exist. Taking advantage of this method, defect cause frobabilistic
analvsis is applied in the proposed bridge inspection svstem.

CONCLUSION

With the contiluous development of airports and airlines, airports and airlines r.t ill
continue to increase in volume of business. The amount of various data of airports and
airlines becomes very large, large amount of data can affect the speed of the decision
maker. Business intelligence technology applied to airports ancl airlines will assist
decision-makers to make more timely and effective, more scientific and reasonable
decision-making. Decision-makers' decision-making will be on a higher level.
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